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Figure 1: Comparison of real fingerprints with synthesized fingerprints. Images in (a) are rolled fingerprint images from a law enforcement operational
dataset [17] and fingerprints in (b) are synthesized using the proposed approach. One example for each of the four major fingerprint types is shown (from
left to right: arch, left loop, right loop, whorl). All the fingerprints have dimensions of 512 × 512 pixels and a resolution of 500 dpi. A COTS minutiae
extractor was used to extract the minutiae points overlaid on the fingerprint images. Fingerprints in (a), from left to right, have NFIQ 2.0 quality scores of
(47, 64, 77, 73), respectively, while those in (b), from left to right, have quality scores of (55, 65, 60, 69), respectively.

Abstract

Evaluation of large-scale fingerprint search algorithms
has been limited due to lack of publicly available datasets.
To address this problem, we utilize a Generative Adversar-
ial Network (GAN) to synthesize a fingerprint dataset con-
sisting of 100 million fingerprint images. In contrast to ex-
isting fingerprint synthesis algorithms, we incorporate an
identity loss which guides the generator to synthesize fin-
gerprints corresponding to more distinct identities. The
characteristics of our synthesized fingerprints are shown
to be more similar to real fingerprints than existing meth-
ods via eight different metrics (minutiae count - block and

template, minutiae direction - block and template, minutiae
convex hull area, minutiae spatial distribution, block minu-
tiae quality distribution, and NFIQ 2.0 scores). Addition-
ally, the synthetic fingerprints based on our approach are
shown to be more distinct than synthetic fingerprints based
on published methods through search results and imposter
distribution statistics. Finally, we report for the first time
in open literature, search accuracy against a gallery of 100
million fingerprint images (NIST SD4 Rank-1 accuracy of
89.7%).



Algorithm Orientation
Model

Ridge Structure
Model Minutiae Model Analysis1

Cappelli et al.
[21]

Zero-pole [40] Gabor Filter [27] Gabor Filter [27] • Generated 10K plain fingerprints (240× 336)

SFinGe [10, 19] Zero-pole [40] Gabor Filter [27] Gabor Filter [27] • Generated 100K plain-prints per 24 hours

Johnson et al.
[32]

Zero-pole [40] Gabor Filter [27] Spatial [23] • Generated 2,400 plain-prints

Zhao et al. [44] Zero-pole [40] AM-FM [35] Spatial [23] • Generated 5,000 rolled-prints.

Bontrager et al.
[16]

Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [13] • Generated 128× 128 fingerprint patches

Cao & Jain [18] IWGAN [31] and Autoencoder [36]
• Synthesized 10 million rolled-prints
• Fingerprints lack “uniqueness”

Attia et al. [14] Variational Autoencoder [34, 39]
• Insufficient training data (800 unique fingerprints)
• No evaluation of “uniqueness”

Proposed
Approach

IWGAN [31] and Autoencoder [36] with Identity
Loss [25]

• Synthesized & searched 100 million fingerprints
• Improved realism and uniqueness

1 Generally speaking, model-based approaches lack “realism” in comparison to the more recent learning-based approaches.

Table 1: Summary of Fingerprint Synthesis Methods in the Literature

1. Introduction

Large-scale Automated Fingerprint Identification Sys-
tems (AFIS) have been widely deployed throughout law
enforcement and forensics agencies, international border
crossings, and national ID systems. A few notable appli-
cations, where large-scale AFIS are being used include: (i)
India’s Aadhaar Project [11] (1.25 billion ten-prints), (ii)
The FBI’s Next Generation Identification system (NGI) [4]
(145.3 million ten-prints), and (iii) The DHS’s Office of
Biometric Identity Management (OBIM) system [9] (finger-
prints and face images of non-US citizens at ports of entry
to the United States).

While these large-scale search systems are seemingly
quite successful, little work has been done in the academic
literature to understand the performance of these search sys-
tems at scale (search performance on a gallery of 100 mil-
lion or larger). In particular, a number of fingerprint search
algorithms have been proposed [41, 17, 20, 28, 15], but
nearly all of them were evaluated on a gallery of at most
2,700 rolled fingerprints from NIST SD14 [5]. A few ex-
ceptions include [41, 25] and [17] with gallery sizes of 1
million and 250,000, respectively. Given this limitation in
our understanding of large-scale search performance, a pri-
mary contribution of this paper is the evaluation of finger-
print search performance (accuracy and efficiency) against
a gallery at a scale of 100 million fingerprints.

To evaluate against a gallery of 100 million requires one
to either (i) collect large-scale fingerprint records with Insti-
tutional Review Board (IRB) approval, (ii) obtain 100 mil-
lion fingerprint records from an existing forensic or govern-

ment dataset, or (iii) synthesize fingerprint images.
Collecting 100 million fingerprints is practically infeasi-

ble in terms of cost, time, and IRB regulations. Further-
more, governmental privacy regulations1 prohibit sharing
of existing fingerprint datasets (say from National ID sys-
tems). Indeed, NIST has even taken down some of their pre-
viously public fingerprint datasets (NIST SD27 [6], NIST
SD14 [5], and NIST SD4 [8]) due to stringent privacy reg-
ulations. Therefore, to adequately evaluate large-scale fin-
gerprint search algorithms, we propose to first synthesize
100 million fingerprints with characteristics close to those
of real fingerprint images and later, to use our synthetic
fingerprints to augment the gallery for search performance
evaluation at scale.

More concisely, the contributions of this research are:

• A fingerprint synthesis algorithm built upon
GANs [29] which is trained on a large dataset of
real fingerprints [43]. We show that our learning-
based synthesis approach generates more realistic
fingerprints (both plain-prints and rolled-prints)
than traditional model-based synthesis algo-
rithms [44, 21, 10, 32].

• In contrast to existing learning-based synthesis algo-
rithms [18, 14, 16, 37], we add an identity loss to gen-
erate fingerprints of more unique identities.

• Synthesis of 100 million fingerprint images. This syn-
thesis required code optimization and resources (51
hours of run time on 100 Tesla K80 GPUs).

1https://bit.ly/2YD4e4A

https://bit.ly/2YD4e4A
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Figure 2: Comparison of synthetic fingerprints. Fingerprints are synthesized with methods in (a) [21], (b) [44], (c) [18], (e) [32], (f) [16], and (g) [14].
The plain-print (d) and rolled-print (h) were synthesized using the proposed approach. Qualitatively speaking, our synthetic fingerprints demonstrate more
realism than existing approaches. This is further supported based on our quantitative evaluation.

• Large-scale fingerprint search evaluation (accuracy
and efficiency) against the 100 million synthetic-prints
gallery. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
largest-scale fingerprint search results ever reported in
the literature.

2. Related Work
A plethora of approaches have been proposed for syn-

thetic fingerprint generation which are concisely summa-
rized in Table 1. In addition, Figure 2 shows a quali-
tative comparison between the synthetic fingerprints gen-
erated using [14, 16, 44, 21, 18, 32] and our proposed
approach. These approaches can be broadly categorized
into either model-based approaches or learning-based ap-
proaches. While the learning-based methods require large
amounts of training data, they are capable of generating
more realistic fingerprints than the model-based approaches
(shown in our experiments). The limitations of published
model-based approaches are further elaborated upon below:

• Approaches in [21, 32, 44, 10, 19] assume an indepen-
dent ridge orientation and minutiae model. As such,
minutiae distributions could be generated without hav-
ing a valid ridge orientation field.

• Approaches in [21, 32, 10, 19] assume a fixed fin-
gerprint ridge-width. However, real fingerprints have

varying ridge widths. In fact, [22] reported a 98%
accuracy in discriminating real fingerprints from syn-
thetic fingerprints using only two ridge spacing fea-
tures.

• The ridge structure model in [21, 32, 44, 10, 19]
uses a masterprint. Due to Gabor filtering and the
AM/FM models, the generated masterprints have non-
consistent ridge flow patterns which lead to unrealistic
fingerprint images.

• The approaches in [21, 32, 44, 10, 19] are suscepti-
ble to generating unrealistic minutiae configurations as
their minutiae models do not consider local minutiae
configurations. In particular, authors in [30] showed
that they could perfectly discriminate between real and
synthetic [21] fingerprints using minutiae configura-
tions alone.

• None of the approaches generated a fingerprint dataset
of size comparable to large-scale operational datasets.

More recent learning-based approaches to fingerprint
synthesis [18, 14, 16, 37] have utilized generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) [29]. While several of these ap-
proaches are capable of improving the realism of finger-
print images using large training datasets of real finger-
prints, they do not consider the uniqueness or individual-



Figure 3: Schematic of the proposed fingerprint synthesis approach. Step 1 shows the training flow of the CAE, which
includes the encoder Genc and the decoder Gdec. Step 2 illustrates the training of the I-WGAN (G and D) along with the
introduced identity loss. The weights of G were initialized using the trained weights of Gdec. The solid black arrows show
the forward pass of the networks while the dotted black lines show the propagation of the losses.

ity of the generated fingerprints. Indeed, without any ad-
ditional supervision, a generator may continually synthe-
size a small subset of fingerprints, corresponding to only a
few identities. This was quantitatively demonstrated in [18]
where the search accuracy against real fingerprint galleries
was lower than that of synthetic fingerprint galleries. In this
work, we build upon the state-of-the-art learning-based syn-
thesis algorithms to exploit on the realism they offer, how-
ever, we also incorporate additional supervision (identity
loss) to encourage the generation of fingerprints which are
of distinct identities. After improving the uniqueness and
realism of synthetic fingerprints, we synthesize 100 million
fingerprints (the largest gallery reported in the literature) to
conduct our large-scale fingerprint search evaluation.

3. Proposed Approach

Improved WGAN [31] (I-WGAN) is the backbone of
the proposed fingerprint synthesis algorithm. As was done
in [18], we initialize the weights of the I-WGAN generator
using the trained weights of the decoder of a convolutional
autoencoder (CAE). Our main contribution to the synthesis
process is the introduction of an identity loss which guides
the generator to synthesize fingerprint images with more
distinct characteristics during training.

The schematic of the proposed approach is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The following sub-sections explain the major com-
ponents of the algorithm in detail.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Fingerprint image in (a) was generated byGwith-
out CAE weight initialization and fingerprints image in (b)
was generated by G with CAE weight initialization from
Gdec.

3.1. Convolutional Autoencoder

The first step of our proposed approach involves training
a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) [36] in an unsupervised
fashion. The encoder (Genc) takes a 512 × 512 grayscale
input image (x) and transforms it into a 512-dimensional
latent vector (z’). The decoder (Gdec) takes the latent vec-
tor (z’) as input and attempts to reconstruct back the input
image (x’). More formally, the CAE minimizes the recon-
struction loss shown in Equation 1.

LCAE = ||x− x′||22 (1)



After training the CAE, we use the weights of Gdec to
initialize the Generator G of the I-WGAN. This initializa-
tion procedure injects domain knowledge into G enabling
it to produce fingerprint images which are of higher quality
(as was shown in [18]). Figure 4 shows a comparison be-
tween fingerprint images generated using G with and with-
out weight initialization by Gdec.

3.2. Improved-WGAN

The architecture of I-WGAN [31] used in our approach
follows the implementation of [38]. Both the generator
G and the discriminator D consist of seven convolutional
layers with a kernel size of 4 × 4 and a stride of 2 × 2
(architecture deferred to supplementary). G takes a 512-
dimensional latent vector z∼Pz as input, where Pz is a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution, and outputs a 512× 512 di-
mensional grayscale image. All the convolutional layers in
G have ReLU as their activation function, except the last
layer which uses tanh. The discriminator D has the inverse
architecture of the generatorG. All the convolutional layers
in D use LeakyReLU as the activation function. Moreover,
batch normalization is applied to all the layers of G and D.

3.3. Identity Loss

The authors in [18] demonstrated that synthetic finger-
prints are less unique than real fingerprints by showing that
the search accuracy on NIST SD4 [8] (2,000 rolled finger-
print pairs) against 250K synthesized rolled fingerprints is
higher than when 250K real rolled fingerprints are used as
the gallery. One plausible explanation for this difference
in search accuracies is that no distinctiveness measure was
used during training of the synthetic fingerprint generator,
leading to lower “diversity” among the synthesized finger-
prints than among real fingerprints. To rectify this, we intro-
duce an identity loss to encourage synthesis of more distinct
or unique fingerprint images.

The authors in [25] introduced a deep network, called
DeepPrint, to extract a fixed-length representation from a
fingerprint image, encoding the minutiae as well as the tex-
ture information (i.e. the identity) of the fingerprint into a
192-dimensional vector. Since the DeepPrint feature extrac-
tor is a differentiable function (i.e. it is a deep network), we
can use the trained DeepPrint [25] network (F (x)) during
the training process (computing the loss) of the I-WGAN
(unlike DeepPrint, COTS minutiae matchers are not differ-
entiable and therefore cannot be used to train the network).
In particular, for each mini-batch, we use DeepPrint to ex-
tract the fixed-length representations of all the fingerprint
images (x) synthesized by the generator G. The similar-
ity between each pair of representations in the mini-batch is
then minimized in order to guide G to produce fingerprints
with different identities, i.e. more distinct fingerprints.

More formally, for each pair of latent vectors (zi, zj) in

a mini-batch, the identity loss, which is given by Equation.
2, is minimized.

Lidentity =
1∑

‖F (G(zi))− F (G(zj))‖2
, (zi 6= zj) (2)

3.4. Training Details

The CAE and the I-WGAN were both trained using
280,000 rolled fingerprint images from a law enforcement
agency [17]. The fingerprints in the training set range in
size from 407 × 346 pixels to 750 × 800 pixels at 500 dpi.
We coarsely segment them to 512×512 pixels since an area
of 512×512 pixels with a resolution of 500 dpi is sufficient
to cover the entire friction ridge pattern. We acquired the
weights for DeepPrint from the authors in [25].

3.5. Fine-Tuning for Plain-Prints

The CAE and I-WGAN are trained to synthesize rolled
fingerprints. However, we show that by fine-tuning I-
WGAN on an aggregated dataset of 84K plain-prints
from [2, 24], we can also generate high-quality plain-
prints. This enables us to compare the realism of our
learning-based synthetic fingerprints more fairly with ex-
isting, publicly available plain-print synthesis algorithms
(SFinGe [10]).

3.6. Synthesis Process

After training I-WGAN with the identity loss, we gener-
ate 100 million rolled fingerprint images. Generating 100
million fingerprint images is non-trivial and requires sig-
nificant memory and processor resources. Our synthesis
was expedited via a High Performance Computing Center
(HPCC) on our campus. In particular, we ran 100 jobs in
parallel on the HPCC server, with each job generating 1 mil-
lion fingerprint images. As each fingerprint was generated,
we simultaneously extracted its DeepPrint [25] fixed-length
representation (to be used in our later search experiments).
Each job was assigned an Intel Xeon E5-2680v4@2.40GHz
CPU, 32GB of RAM, and a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU. This
took 51 CPU hours2. Finally, we also generated 2,000 plain-
prints using our fine-tuned plain-print model for compari-
son with other synthetic plain-print approaches.

4. Experimental Results
In our experimental results, we first demonstrate that

our synthetic fingerprints are more realistic and unique than
those from published methods. Then, we show the finger-
print search results of COTS and DeepPrint [25] matchers
against a background of 1 million and 100 million synthetic
fingerprints respectively.

2Since the HPCC follows a queue-based approach for running jobs, all
the 100 jobs were initiated within 4 days.



Figure 5: Examples of fingerprint images (512 × 512 @ 500 dpi) synthesized by our approach. The top row corresponds to
synthetic rolled prints while the bottom row shows synthetic plain fingerprints.

4.1. Fingerprint Realism

To evaluate the similarity of synthetic fingerprints to real
fingerprints, we used the fingerprint datasets enumerated in
Table 2. In particular, we compare real plain-prints to syn-
thetic plain-prints and real rolled-prints to synthetic rolled-
prints.

Metrics: Four template-level and three block-level
comparison indicators used for this evaluation are taken
from [19], including, minutiae count - template and block,
direction - template and block, convex hull area, spatial dis-
tributions (minutiae spatial distributions represented as a 2D
minutiae histogram [30, 18]), and block minutiae quality.
In addition, we utilize the NFIQ 2.0 [42] quality scores
distribution. Minutiae points (necessary to compute these
metrics) were extracted using state-of-the-art COTS SDKs:
VeriFinger v11.0 [12] and Innovatrics v.7.6.0.627 [3].
Statistical Test: We use the Kolmogorv-Smirnov test [26]

to compute the difference between the distributions of each
of the aforementioned metrics extracted from a set of real
fingerprints (benchmark distribution), and synthetic finger-
prints (comparison distribution). A low test statistic value
indicates high similarity between real fingerprints and the
synthetic fingerprints. We compared each synthetic finger-
print dataset with three real fingerprint datasets on all the
above-mentioned metrics and calculated the average KS test
statistic from the three comparisons.
Realism Results: Figure 6 shows the KS test statistics be-

tween our synthetic rolled and plain prints and real rolled
and plain prints as well as the comparison with state-of-
the-art methods for plain-print synthesis - SFinGe v5.0 [10]
(21.1mm×28.4mm acquisition area, 500 DPI resolution,

416×560 image dimensions, natural class distribution), and
rolled-print synthesis [17]. We note that our synthetic plain-
prints are more similar to real plain-prints on 7 out of
the total 8 indicators than state-of-the-art synthetic plain-
prints [10]. Similarly, our synthetic rolled-prints are more
similar to real rolled-prints than state-of-the-art synthetic
rolled-prints [18] on 7 out of the 8 indicators.

4.2. Fingerprint Uniqueness

4.2.1 Imposter Scores Distribution

To determine the diversity of our synthetic fingerprints (in
terms of identity), we first computed 500K imposter scores
using Verifinger in conjunction with our synthetic rolled-
prints and also the synthetic rolled-prints from [18] (Fig-
ure 7). We note that the mean (3.47) and standard devia-
tion (2.13) of the imposter scores computed when using our
synthetic rolled-prints are both lower than the mean (3.48)
and standard deviation of (2.18) of the imposter scores com-
puted with synthetic rolled-prints from [18]. We also note a
higher peak in the imposter distribution from our synthetic
rolled-prints at lower similarity values (Figure 7). This in-
dicates that our addition of an identity loss has helped guide
our synthetic rolled-prints to be more unique.

4.2.2 DeepPrint Search Against 1 Million

We also demonstrate uniqueness by conducting large-scale
search experiments. More uniqueness in the gallery leads to
a lower search accuracy. First, we obtain an “upper-bound”
on search performance using NIST SD4 [8] in conjunction
with 10 different subsets of 1 million synthetic rolled-prints



Plain Fingerprint datasets Rolled Fingerprint datasets

Real
• CASIA-Fingerprint V5 [1] (2000 fingerprints)
• NIST SD302L [7] (1951 fingerprints)
• NIST SD302M [7] (1979 fingerprints)

• NIST SD4 [8] (2000 enrollment fingerprints)
• NIST SD14 [5] (last 2000 enrollment fingerprints)
• NIST SD302U [7] (2000 fingerprints)

Synthetic • SFinGe [10] (2000 fingerprints)
• Proposed Approach (2000 fingerprints)

• Cao and Jain [18] (2000 fingerprints)
• Proposed Approach (2000 fingerprints)

Table 2: Real and synthetic fingerprint datasets that were used for comparison in our experiments.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: The comparison of synthetic plain (a) and rolled fingerprints (b) to real fingerprints using 8 metrics (minutiae
count - block [A] and template [B], direction - block [C] and template [D], convex hull area [E], spatial distributions [F],
block minutiae quality [G], and NFIQ 2.0 [H]) and a Kolmogorv-Smirnov test. A lower value indicates higher similarity of
synthetic fingerprints to real fingerprints.

Figure 7: Imposter score distributions computed using
the proposed synthetic rolled-prints, synthetic rolled-prints
from [18] and real fingerprints from NIST SD4 [8]. Scores
were computed using VeriFinger SDK v11.

from our proposed approach. We use DeepPrint [25] as the
matcher. Confidence intervals for rank-N search accuracies
are shown in Figure 8. The mean rank-1 search accuracy is
95.53% with confidence interval of [95.1, 95.8].

4.2.3 COTS Search Against 1 Million

We also evaluate the distinctiveness of our synthetic fin-
gerprints using the Innovatrics SDK. In particular, we per-
form fingerprint search using NIST SD4 [8] in conjunc-
tion with our synthetic rolled-prints and synthetic rolled-
prints from [18]. The rank-1 search accuracies for both the
datasets (at gallery sizes of 250K and 1 Million) are shown
in Table 3. From Table 3 we note that although the search
accuracy is lower when using rolled-prints from [17] at a
lower gallery size of 250K gallery, the search performance
drops more rapidly as the synthetic gallery scales to 1 Mil-
lion when using our proposed synthetic rolled-prints. This
suggests that the uniqueness of our synthetic rolled-prints
becomes more evident at large gallery sizes [17]. We also
acknowledge that there is still room for further improve-
ment in the “uniqueness” of synthetic fingerprints as the



Figure 8: Confidence interval for rank-N search accuracy
on NIST SD4 [8]. 10-folds of 1 million synthetic rolled
fingerprints were used to compute confidence intervals.

Proposed Approach Cao & Jain [18]
250K Gallery 91.45% 90.85%

1M Gallery 90.35% 90.40%

Table 3: Innovatrics rank-1 fingerprint search accuracies on
NIST SD4 [8] using synthetic rolled-prints as gallery.

rank-1 search performance of Innovatrics against 1.1 Mil-
lion real rolled-prints was reported to be 89.2% in [25] (vs.
90.35% against 1 Million of our synthetic rolled-prints).

4.2.4 Search Against 100 Million

To date, no work has been done in the literature to evaluate
fingerprint search performance at a scale of 100 Million.
Two main challenges preventing this important evaluation
are (i) the computational challenges in generating 100 mil-
lion fingerprints and (ii) finding a matcher fast enough to
search 100 million. Our use of a high-performance com-
puting center solves the former, and the recently proposed
fast fixed-length matcher, DeepPrint [25] addresses the lat-
ter. Therefore, in this paper, we not only synthesize finger-
prints (like others in the literature), but we also scale the
synthesis to 100 million and we actually show the search
performance against the large-scale synthesized gallery.

Figure 9 shows the rank-N search accuracies on NIST
SD4 [8] in conjunction with 100 million of our synthetic
rolled-prints (rank-1 accuracy of 89.7%). We also show
the search performance when using 100 million synthetic
rolled-prints from [17] as a benchmark (rank-1 accuracy
of 93.55%). We note that at a gallery size of 100 mil-
lion, the search performance is much lower when using our

Figure 9: Rank-N fingerprint search accuracies on NIST
SD4 [8] for the augmented gallery of 100 million finger-
prints using DeepPrint [25] as the fingerprint matcher.

synthetic fingerprints than when using synthetic fingerprints
from [17]. This is strong evidence that our fingerprints are
more unique than the fingerprints from [17].

Since DeepPrint performed similarly to top-COTS
matchers on a gallery of 1 million real fingerprints in [25],
we posit that DeepPrint and by extension COTS matchers
have room for improvement with galleries of hundreds of
millions or even billions of fingerprints (e.g. Aadhaar). This
is our ongoing research direction. Note that we could not
evaluate COTS against 100 million due to the inadequate
speed of the SDK licenses that we have for the matchers
(about 400 days for a rank-1 search on a gallery size of 100
million images as compared to 11s for DeepPrint).

5. Conclusions

Given the difficulty in obtaining large-scale fingerprint
datasets for evaluating large-scale search, we propose a fin-
gerprint synthesis algorithm which utilizes I-WGAN and an
identity loss to generate diverse and realistic fingerprint im-
ages. We show that our method can be used to synthesize
realistic rolled-prints as well as plain-prints. We demon-
strate that our synthetic fingerprints are more realistic and
diverse than current state-of-the-art synthetic fingerprints.
Finally, we show, for the first time in the literature, finger-
print search performance at a scale of 100 million. Our re-
sults suggest that state-of-the-art fingerprint matchers must
be further improved to operate at a scale of 100 million. Our
ongoing work will (i) further scale our search experiments
to a gallery of 1 billion, and (ii) further improve the realism
and uniqueness of synthesized fingerprints.
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Appendix
A. Improved-WGAN Architecture

The architecture of I-WGAN [31] used in our approach
follows the implementation of [38]. Both the generator G
and the discriminator D consist of seven convolutional lay-
ers with a kernel size of 4 × 4 and a stride of 2 × 2 which
are detailed in table 4.

Generator G/Gdec architecture
Operation Output size Filter size
Input 512× 1

Fully Connected 16, 384× 1

Reshape 4× 4× 1024

Deconvolution 8× 8× 512 4× 4

Deconvolution 16× 16× 256 4× 4

Deconvolution 32× 32× 128 4× 4

Deconvolution 64× 64× 64 4× 4

Deconvolution 128× 128× 32 4× 4

Deconvolution 256× 256× 16 4× 4

Deconvolution 512× 512× 1 4× 4

Table 4: Architecture of G/Gdec in I-WGAN. The discrimi-
nator architecture D is an inverse of the architecture G.

B. Training Details
The training of both CAE and I-WGAN were imple-

mented using Tensorflow on an Intel Core i7-8700K @
3.70GHz CPU with a RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The weights were
randomly initialised from a gaussian distribution with mean
0 and standard deviation of 0.02. The optimizer function
for the CAE was Adam [33] with a fixed learning rate of
0.0002, β1 as 0.5, and β2 as 0.9. The batch size was 128
and the number of training steps were 39,000. The Adam
optimizer [33] was also used in the training of the I-WGAN
with a fixed learning rate of 0.0001, β1 as 0.0 and β2 as
0.9. For I-WGAN, the batch size was set to 32 with 54,000
training steps. However, when I-GAN was finetuned to the
dataset of plain fingerprints, it was trained for 37,000 steps.
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